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"The JoS is crazy, you know? With their things about how "jews are reptilian
offspring" and from another planet stuff. With their outlandish stories of how jews
are Aliens from another Planet or Galaxy that want to take over and enslave the
Goyim! haha! And how the jews infiltrate humanity, take over nations and states,
to enforce a Globalist order on behalf of their alien overlords. To superimpose
complete and total rulership over the Goyim and finish them off in a global
dictatorship."

Well it turns out this is only hard for Gentiles to fathom. For Jews in Israel, it's
everyday life... It's just most people are busy drinking kool-aid and pretending
they know everything, while the jews actually formulate plans to take over the
world. I have saved this video and added some captions to it, although the video
is self-explanatory.

In this video, it's Rabbi Laitman. Laitman is a Rabbi that knows the facts, and he
is one of the top Rabbis of Judaism altogether. He is one of the heads of Israel,
all in all. In Israel, while your kids learn crap like feminism, how good
multiculturalism is, whatever...they hold classes on how the Alien Jews will take
over the World and enslave it. It's probably a Kabbalah Center or something. This
guy is a top Kabbalistic Authority in Judaism. In short, a pope-like guy for
Judaism. He is not a junkie, nor a nobody. He is a prominent and higher up rabbi,
who has studied Judaism for 40 years to reach in the deepest understanding. His
mission is basically to unite jews for what he calls 'world domination' basically.
And to rule the people of this planet.

The original was forcibly removed from the internet. Many people have looked for
it, to find nothing in the end. Because this video was a giant mistake. With that
being stated, make sure to keep this video.

Do not skip the following video, by the way. Watch it. Don't let them make an idiot
out of you.

Rabbi Laitman has been heavily criticized over the fact that he has revealed too
much in the public, because the Goyim would know. And guess what, it
happened. He has been scorned by top Rabbinical authority for it. However,
Laitman believes it's just okay, and there is no problem with it at all. Because,
why not? The Goyim are too stupid, and they are too indoctrinated to not believe
their own eyes when they see things. No matter what they are told, they will

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724024754/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19470.html#p99639


always defend the jews, and rule them out as 'crazy' or 'persecuted' or 'victims'.
Everything it takes but to accept the sad Truth.

And if they find out, then what? They will run back to xianity, or their left-brain
logical overthinking, or something. Well, "accidents" happen and people aren't
THAT stupid.

I tell you also something more to understand the background, this guy is a
SOFTCORE Rabbi in how he appears to the public, who has been attacked by
others for being too soft-core and too open and allowing facts out. How that video
made it in jewtube is a miracle really. As he specifies in the video, this is only the
tip of the tip of the iceberg... The shit he says on this video are what a professor
says first graders on their first days at school. Be ready for a reality check...

One person brought up in the comments (this person commented on the original
video that was purged from YouTube), very correctly... As Amdusias told the JoS
Ministry in 2003: "Just as the enemy has people who cannot see us, we
cannot see them. However, they will manifest blatantly as we get closer to
the climax of our cause."

Now everyone needs to watch this.

Jews Aliens From Another Galaxy,

https://odysee.com/@Commander.Cobra.666:5/jews_alien:1

The Solution:

https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/
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